SPECIAL WHEEL OF FORTUNE COMPETITION RULES
These rules set out the special conditions and the practical details specific to the competition “Wheel of
Fortune” (hereinafter “Competition”). For all other matters, please refer to the General Competition
Rules of the Company, which is attached and forms an integral part hereof and is available at
www.circus.be.
Participation in this Competition constitutes full and unreserved acknowledgement and acceptance of
these special rules and the General Competition Rules. No dispute will be accepted.

A.

Competition name: Wheel of Fortune (hereinafter the “Competition”)

B.

Organizer: CIRCUS BELGIUM S.A. Rue des Guillemins 129, 4000 Liège (hereinafter the
“Company”)

C.

C. Duration of the competition: From 16/08/2021 to 05/09/2021.

D.

Competition location: In the Circus gaming halls in Wallonia

Arlon
Aubange
Boncelles
Braine
Chapelle
Couvin
Gosselies
Herstal
Jemeppe
Loverval
Marche
Rocourt
Longdoz
Verviers
Havay
Pecq
Fleurus
Quiévrain
Saint Denis

E.

Territorial limits: Belgian territories.

F.

Conditions for participation: In order to take part in the Competition, the following actions must
be carried out cumulatively:

-

Compulsory registration at Circus.be;
Compulsory presence in a Circus Casino gaming hall;
Fully complete the Competition form with all the requested information;
Correctly answer the question asked on the Competition form;

-

Place the form in the box provided in the Circus Casino gaming halls or hand it to
a member of the Circus Casino gaming hall staff who will place it in the box
provided;
Single daily attempt to spin the wheel.

Each participant can submit a single and unique form per day and per Circus Casino gaming hall.

G.

The running of the Competition

1.

Participation in the Competition is exclusively carried out in person in the Circus Casino
gaming galls by:
i.

Completing the Competition form with all the requested information and correctly
answering the question.
Placing the form in the box provided or handing it to a member of the Circus gaming
hall staff.
Any non-conforming Competition forms (illegible, crossed out, incomplete, ripped,
photocopied or another fraudulent act) will automatically invalidate the participation
of the player concerned.
Spinning the wheel and waiting for it to stop on one of the segments. Only one form
will be given to each participant per day. Any multiple participations (several tries
in the same gaming hall on the same day) will automatically invalidate the
participation of the player concerned.

ii.

iii.

2.

Determining a winner(s) and attributing prizes
The prize will be attributed to the participant once they have correctly
completed the Competition form and correctly answered the question on the
form given to participants and finally, discovered which segment the wheel
stopped on after being spun.
The available prizes are the following: 200 coins, 300 coins, 500 coins, 1,000
coins and 1,500 coins

H.

Terms of notification of the winner and withdrawal of prize

After the Competition form has been verified by the gaming hall staff, the winner can collect:

-

I.

For all segments, the prize directly in the gaming hall from the manager. The coins
will then be manually credited to the customer’s Circus.be account within a
maximum of 72 hours.

Personal data protection

The participants' personal data communicated to the Company as part of the Competition is processed
by the Company for marketing purposes (marketing related to offering new games and bets online,
including sending text messages, telephone calls, paper or electronic newsletters).
The Company devotes the greatest care to the protection of the personal data that participants provide.
By participating in the Competition, the participants confirm to acknowledge having read and agreed to
the terms and conditions for processing of personal data defined in the Privacy Policy available here:
https://www.circus.be/Templates/Content/circus_be/default/documents/cgu-circusbe-privacy_en.pdf.
Participants are informed that their names and contact details will be processed according to the terms
and conditions set out in the aforementioned Privacy Policy. This data will be included in an address
file that can be made available to third parties and/or that can be used internally or for commercial
purposes ("direct marketing").

Any participant can request a copy of the data concerning them and have it rectified. They may, at their
request and free of charge, oppose the processing of data concerning them by the Company.
Any request regarding the processing or the protection of personal data and the exercise of any rights
to such data, should be sent to the following address: privacy@circus.be and/or dpo@circus.be. The
interested party must attach to their deriving application the exact content of the right they wish to
exercise, their contact details and address, and a legible copy of their identity card or passport.

